
Toronto’s 2022 Budget
& Jobs and Work



What do we think about workers?

On Bay Street? 

Workers are people who soak up wages, contribute little, demand a lot



What do we think about workers?

Early days of the pandemic? 

Frontline heroes, Essential workers !



What do we need to know about workers?

1. Workers WORK

2. Workers live in communities

3. Workers have intersectional lives, identities & experiences



Public Library Workers 

• 30% staff shortages by late December

• Expected up to 50% staff shortages in January

• Cut to library services resulted

• Why?
• Illness/COVID/Omicron
• Retirements
• Vacancies
• Chronic underfunding

• Why does it matter?
• Library workers, like so many other workers, provide goods and services to people, 

communities, Torontonians 



Good Jobs Matter

• Good jobs offer:

• Job security – permanent jobs

• Full-time for those who want to work full-time

• Benefits, sometimes including sick pay

• Better wages

• Respect – often unionized or subject to rules that reduce bosses’ subjective and arbitrary treatment

• If they are public sector jobs, they remain free of privatization and contracting out

• Unfettered right to unionize

• Attention to health and safety 

• Good jobs mean workers can afford to live in the city where they work and contribute to taxes

• City service cuts and closures mean job losses, losses of good jobs, losses of services to the community



Actions

• When making a budget ask, highlight that jobs are attached to the ask and 
call for those jobs to be good jobs.     Service = jobs

• Dream big and call for important things for our community – ask for more

• Reallocate the police budget so that most interaction with people with 
mental health issues, BIPOC youth, and those who are homeless, is done by 
appropriately-trained and representative workers from local communities 

• Call on the federal and provincial governments to fill operating budget 
holes – COVID related and holes that exist from years of underfunding –
but don’t let the City off the revenue hook



The time is always right to 
do the right thing

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 



The budget we need

• Meets the pretty words with a real financial commitment to equity and 
addressing COVID challenges and recovery needs

• Protects and enhances important services and the jobs that go with them –
including implementing Transform TO’s strong climate action plans

• Makes substantial investments in equity

• Reallocates a portion of the police budgets

• Assumes we will receive the revenues we need from the federal and provincial 
governments and commits to negotiate accountably with them to secure that 
funding

• Demonstrates the City’s willingness to contribute what it can now and in the 
future


